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Pine Cliffs Resort – Restaurant List * 

Zest - from 9:00 to 17:00 - Mind, Body & Soul. New Healthy and Fresh homemade juices with a 
unique decoration. A completely different experience at Pine Cliffs Resort. 

CLUBHOUSE – from 9:00 to 18:00 (À La Carte 12:00-17:00) - With its enviable first tee location 
on the Pine Cliffs Golf Course, this is a welcoming venue after a day on the course - the ideal 
spot for snacks, sandwiches, steaks, and a drink. 

O' Grill – Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner-  with its unique and relaxed atmosphere, grants you an 
enchanting Mediterranean Experience. Located at the luxury Pine Cliffs Residence. Overlooking 
the golf course and set by the swimming pool.   

Jardim Colonial - Breakfast and Dinner (18:00-22:30) - With its mix of regional and 
international cuisine, the restaurant Jardim Colonial caters for all. Situated on the ground floor, 
Jardim Colonial is the main hotel restaurant with the option of al fresco dining in its courtyard 
area filled with character. 

O Pescador – Lunch and Dinner (18:30-22:30) - With its elegant, yet relaxed atmosphere, O 
Pescador offers a wide range of seafood specialties. The restaurant's signature of “al fresco” 
really speaks for itself, with fresh daily seafood offering daily specials such as Crustacean 
platter.  

Piri Piri Steakhouse - Dinner (18:30-22:30)- With a new concept and relaxed atmosphere, the 
Piri Piri Steak House offers a unique selection of prime meat produce for all four corners of the 
globe, grilled to perfection. Unique in the region and a must visit during your stay in the 
Algarve. 

Corda Café - from 10:00 to 22:30 (À La Carte 12:00-22:30) - With its poolside location, garden 
setting and serene golf course views, Corda Café provides a welcoming and casual atmosphere 
to enjoy a light meal and refreshing beverage throughout the day. 

Maré – from 10:00 to 22:00 (À La Carte 12:00-17:00) - Overlooking the Atlantic Ocean and the 
endless Algarvian coast line, the Maré presents you a variety of seafood and meat dishes, 
refreshing drinks and a selection of fresh salads.  

Yakuza – from 19:00 to 00:00 – Yakuza Algarve by Olivier is one of the finest Japanese 
restaurants in the Algarve. A menu of traditional Japanese specialties with a touch of 
Mediterranean flavours is served in an outdoor garden setting. 

 

*- the restaurants may close or change timetables without notice 
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